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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A cup or like vessel is provided with a tab handle 

connected to the cup by a ?ange extending radially from 
the top at one point along the brim of the cup and having 
a projecting teat inside and extending from the bottom 
of the cup and partly up the side thereof, with the teat 
being positioned diametrically opposite said handle of 
another cup inserted into the ?rst cup for stacking and 
with the handle ?ange of the inserted cup being sup 
ported by the brim of the cup into which it is inserted 
at a point diametrically opposite the teat to prevent lateral 
tilting when a plurality of such cups are stacked together. 

The present invention relates generally to a vessel such 
as a drinking cup or other normally open-topped recep 
tacle for liquid and, more particularly, to such vessels 
formed especially so that a large quantity thereof can be 
readily stacked. 

Particularly with cups to be used in dispensing ma 
chines, o?ice canteens, amusement areas, and the like 
where a large quantity of such cups is used rapidly for 
dispensing beverages to a large number of people and 
where such facilities have limited storage capacities for 
maintaining a supply of such cups or other drinking ves 
sels, it may be desired that such cups be stacked in 
large quantities without the stacks tilting over, and with 
the longitudinal extent of the cups or vessels being insert 
able into like cups or vessels almost the whole length 
thereof so as to enable the user to stack a large quantity 
of these cups or vessels in as small a space as possible. 
More particularly, this invention relates to a particular 

mass produced inexpensive disposable cup having the 
characteristics for stacking a large quantity thereof and 
which are so constructed as to prevent lateral tilting of 
the cups when a large quantity thereof is stacked together. 

In the past, when attempting to provide such cups, the 
cups were usually designed with a complicated ornamen 
tal or abutment design on the outside thereof which orna 
mental design or abutments inter?tted with the cup being 
inserted into it so as to provide the proper support for 
the various insert cups and prevent lateral tilting. In addi 
tion, many such cups or vessels provided complicated 
handles or handle support structures for maintaining sup 
port when the cups were stacked. Obviously, such com 
plicated abutment designs or ornamental designs for pro 
viding prevention of lateral tilting also increases the cost 
of producing such cups and reduces their ability to be 
stored compactly merely because the abutments make the 
cups larger circumferentially for storage purposes. In 
addition, these ornamental designs and abutments and 
con?gurations also inhibit the cleaning thereof and create 
a certain discomfort for the user in having to handle 
them. Furthermore, although these abutments or designs 
of various types produced the desired effect of preventing 
lateral tilting of the cups when stacked, they also inhibit 
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the insertion of one cup or vessel into the other as far as 
possible os as to reduce the number of cups that can be 
stacked together in a particular storage space. 

According to this invention, by contrast, arrangements 
and constructions are provided for a cup or vessel which 
can be easily stacked in large quantities without lateral 
tilting of the stack and with the individual inserted ups 
in the stack being insertable into the adjacent cups or ves 
sels in the stack almost the entire vertical extent thereof 
for providing the largest quantity of the stacked cups in 
the shortest space possible. Furthermore, these cups are 
preferably disposable and can be easily and cheaply mass 
produced, preferably by being injection molded from ma 
terials such as polystyrene. 

Such arrangements or constructions in accordance 
herewith include a cup or like vessel having preferably 
a tab handle, as well understood, connected to the cup 
by a ?ange extending radially from the very top at one 
point along the brim thereof and having a projecting 
teat or abutment inside and extending from the bottom 
of the vessel and partly up the side thereof. Furthermore, 
the teat or projection is positioned diametrically opposite 
the handle ?ange with the teat providing a support for 
one side of the bottom of a like vessel or cup inserted 
therein and with the andle ?ange of the inserted cup being 
supported by the brim of the cup into which it is inserted 
diametrically opposite to the support provided by the teat 
or projection. With these two points of support, a large 
number of such cups can be inserted into each other or 
stacked to provide a large reserve of such cups for dis 
pensing beverages as desired and with no lateral tilting 
of the stack. In addition, with such an arrangement, no 
ornamental or complicated abutment designs are neces 
sary on the outside of the cup for maintaining a stack of 
such cups or vessels in a stacked or non-tilting position. 
With such an arrangement, only the vertical extent of 
the projection limits the insertion of one cup or vessel 
into another so as to provide for a large number of such 
stacked cups in as small a storage space as possible. 

Accordingly, with the foregoing and other objects in 
view, this invention will be more particularly described, 
and other objects and advantages hereof will be apparent 
from the following description, the accompanying draw 
ings, and the appended claims. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a top plan view of a stack of cups embody 

ing and for practising this invention, and showing the 
uppermost cup in the stack with its associated teat, and 
showing the handles of the cups beneath it in the stack 
in phantom lines; 

FIG. 2 is a vertical section along the line 11-11 of 
FIG. 1; and 

FIG. 3 is a vertical section along the line III-HI in 
FIG. 2. 

Referring to the drawings, in which like reference 
characters refer to like parts throughout the several views 
thereof, one construction or arrangement embodying this 
invention is indicated as including disposable plastic coffee 
cups adapted to be stacked, and, preferably, mass pro~ 
duced by injection molding from polystyrene. 
As indicated in FIG. 2, three cups are shown stacked 

together, with cup 10 being the bottom cup, and with cup 
20 inserted therein, while cup 30 is inserted in cup 20. 
The cups have a bottom 11 with preferably an indentation 
12 therein. As well understood, although not necessary, 
the side walls 16 thereof are tapered slightly outwardly 
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from the bottom 11 to the brims thereof, and may be 
formed in virtually any ornamental design desired. Pref 
erably, the cups have a tab handle, as is well known,' 
although this invention is not limited to a tab handle as 
such. The handle is connected to the very top of the cup 
at one point along the circumference thereof by a ?ange 
25 with the top of the ?ange 26 and the top of the handle 
being generally horizontal and coinciding with the adja 
cent brim of the cup. Further, preferably, the ?ange, the 
handle, and the cup are of one composite part. 

With the ?ange construction as stated above, there 
is provided beneath the ?ange and between the cup and 
the tab handle therefor a space 18 which gives access to 
the cup immediately below in the stack so as to provide 
as great insertion as possible of one cup into another in 
the stack. 

Positioned diametrically opposite the handle ?ange on 
the cup is a teat or projection 19 disposed inside the cup 
and extending from the bottom thereof and partially up 
the side wall. This teat or projection is preferably formed 
as an extension of the wall 16. As shown in FIGS. 2 and 
3, a cup 20 exactly like cup 10 is inserted into cup 10 
with the bottom 21 thereof resting on the top of the teat 
or projection 19 of cup 10. In addition, the bottom 26 
of the handle ?ange on cup 20 provides a bearing surface 
resting against the brim of cup 10 for providing a second 
supporting point for cup 20 inserted into cup 10. 
With such an arrangement, therefore, cup 20 is sup 

ported. at two diametrically opposite positions along its 
circumference, and speci?cally with its base resting on 
projection or teat 19 of cup 10 and with the bottom 26 
of its handle ?ange resting diametrically opposite thereto 
on the brim of cup 10. In this manner, cup 20 is inserted 
into cup 10 and rests on these two supports without lateral 
tilting between the two cups (as might occur if the cups 
were supported only by the handle ?ange). Also, cup 20 
is not inserted into cup 10 to such an extent as to become 
wedged therein thus preventing the situation where the 
cups in a stack become wedged together and make it dif 
?cult for the user to withdraw one cup from the other 
for use. 
As noted in the drawings, cup 30 with handle 31 

thereon is shown as inserted into cup 20 in the same man 
ner and with the bottom of cup 30 resting on the pro 
jection or teat 29 of cup 20. As shown in FIG. 1, cup 30 
has a bottom 36 with the indentation 35 therein, and with 
the tapering side wall 38 extending from the bottom 36 
to the brim 37 thereof. Further, cup 30 has a projection 
32 identical to the projections 19 and 29 of cups 10 and 
20 respectively, with the projection extending from the 
bottom 36 of cup 30 and partially up the wall 38 of cup 
30. Although only three cups are shown as stacked to 
gether, it is obvious that a large number of such identical 
cups can be stacked together and without any lateral tilt 
ing between them and further without any wedging or 
sticking making separation di?icult after being stacked. 

Preferably, the projection or teat 19 has a vertical ex 
tent the same as the vertical extent of the handle ?ange. 
In this manner, the extent of the projection and ?ange 
determine the limit of insertion of one cup into another. 
With such an arrangement, as is apparent from the draw 
ings, a substantial portion of the vertical extent of the 
cups is insertable into each other. With such an arrange 
ment, therefore, a large number of cups can be inserted 
into each other and stacked in a relatively short storage 
space. 
Furthermore, with such a simple construction, a huge 

quantity of identical such cups can be mass produced 
for disposable use, and with such a simpli?ed design, such 
cups are much more easily adaptable for use in dispensing 
machines where the ‘more simpli?ed the design of the 
cup being used, the easier it is to adapt the machine to 
their use. Furthermore, such cups can be easily and in 
expensively produced by injection molding of polystyrene. 
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4 
Such cups may be quite preferable to plastic coated paper 
cups, especially for use with hot beverages, thus elimi 
nating the objectionable paper or plastic taste associated 
with such plastic coated paper cups. 

Accordingly, a cup or vessel is provided in accordance 
herewith which is of very simple construction with a large 
number of such cups being stackable without any lateral 
tilting and with each cup being insertable into its adjacent 
cup a substantial distance of the vertical extent of the 
cups or vessels so as to provide a stack of such cups in a 
much larger quantity for a given storage space than those 
of the prior art. In addition, such cups eliminate the need 
for any ornamental or abutment designs extending from 
the outside walls thereof which ornamental or abutment 
designs increase the cost of producing such stackable cups 
and reduce the extent of insertion of one cup into an~ 
other. Furthermore, the cups produced in accordance 
herewith are quickly, cheaply, and easily produced in 
large quantities, preferably by being injection molded of 
polystyrene, for use in such places as amusement parks, 
restaurants, and the like, where large quantities of such 
cups are needed for dispensing a variety of beverages to 
large crowds of people in a relatively short period of time. 
While the constructions and forms herein described 

constitute a preferred embodiment of the invention, it is 
to be understood that the invention is not limited to this 
precise construction and form, and ‘that changes may be 
made therein without departing from the scope of the 
invention which is de?ned in the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A drinking cup and the like of the character de 

scribed adapted to be stacked with a plurality of like cups 
without lateral tilting between adjacent cups in the stack 
and having a bottom portion and an upwardly extending 
outwardly sloping side Wall, the combination which com 
prises a handle ?ange extending radially from one point 
along the circumference of said cup adjacent the top‘ 
thereof, a handle connected to said ?ange, and a teat dis 
posed at the inside bottom of said cup at a point dia 
metrically opposed from said handle ?ange and extending 
partially up the inside of said side wall, said teat extending 
radially into said cup suf?ciently to engage the bottom of 
another like cup nested therein to prevent said tilting. 

2. A cup as described in claim 1 in which said cup, 
said handle ?ange and said handle are comprised as a 
single unit. 

3. A cup as described in claim 1 in which said upper 
edge of said handle ?ange and said handle extend sub 
stantially horizontally in a straight line from the top of 
said cup. 

4. A cup as described in claim 3 in which said handle 
is a tab handle. 

5. A cup as described in claim 1 in which said teat 
extends vertically from the said bottom of said cup up 
the side wall thereof. 

6. A cup as described in claim 5 in which the vertical 
extent of said handle ?ange and said teat are substantially 
equal. 

7. A cup as described in claim 6 in which said bottom 
has a circular indentation disposed centrally thereof. 

8. A plurality of drinking cups and the like of the 
character described adapted to be stacked and nested to 
gether substantially without lateral tilting between adja 
cent cups in the stack, each of said plurality of cups hav 
ing a bottom portion and an upwardly extending out 
wardly sloping side wall and being inserted one into 
another to form said stack, the combination which com 
prises a handle ?ange extending radially from the circum 
ference of each of said plurality of cups and adjacent 
the tops thereof, with the ?ange on one cup supporting 
said cup by engagement with the top edge of another cup 
in which it is nested, a handle connected to each of said 
handle ?anges, and a teat disposed within each of said 
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cups at the bottoms thereof at a point diametrically op 
posite said handle ?ange and extending vertically from 
said bottom portion for engaging the bottom of another 
of said cups nested therein to prevent said tilting. 

9. A stack of cups as described in claim 8 in which 
each of said teats extends vertically from the said bottom 
of each of said cups and partially up the side Walls there 
of and in which the vertical extent of said handle ?anges 
and said teats are substantially equal. 
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